DESIGNED AND BUILT TO LAST.
MWall is the industry leader in value, quality and selection. Clean lines combined with outstanding durability define style on a budget.

On GSA schedule, group 71, MWall provides a competitive and versatile solution for Federal Government Agencies. GSA schedule pricing includes AIS Quick Ship programs at no additional cost, providing federal buyers many affordable choices.

Take the AIS challenge. Up to 300 workstations shipped in 10 working days. We dare you.
MWall is a simple, versatile and affordable systems furniture solution designed to support virtually every work environment.

Coupled with Z-Panel Beltline raceway panels, MWall meets every customer demand.

**WHAT ARE YOUR DEMANDS?**
**MWALL IS UP FOR THE CHALLENGE.**
**MWALL SUPPORTS EVERY KIND OF WORK ENVIRONMENT.**

Easy to specify and install, MWall has extensive panel and component options to adapt to any workplace.
A RELIABLE, SENSIBLE SOLUTION THAT
DOESN’T BREAK THE BANK.
Sturdy steel-to-steel connections and heavy-gauge steel panel hanger frames and raceways are some of the features that allow AIS to guarantee MWall for life.

MWall is built for life. Backed by the AIS Lifetime Warranty, we stand behind our products. Created from high-grade steel component parts and durable powder coat paint finishes, MWall meets and exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards and is UL listed.
MWall offers an extensive palette of panel fabrics, laminates and paint finishes providing both value and design options.

Half-glass, full-glass and customized-glass height panel options allow you to create open and collaborative work environments without sacrificing privacy and function.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OFFICE.
36 STANDARD WORKSURFACE SHAPES AND 10 PANEL STYLES.
JUST THE WAY YOU WANT IT.
PLANNING OFFICE SPACE
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER.
Flexibility is the key to workspace design. MWall is a system designed to evolve as your company grows. Why be limited to inferior solutions that force you to give up options, quality, lead time or flexibility? You can have it all with MWall.

With 400+ Grade A, B and C fabrics, coupled with 150 laminate options, you’ll find exactly what you want.
MWall includes the patented Z-Panel option, providing desk-height access to power and communications. Z-Panel enables workers to plug in power or data cables with ease while also providing voice and data cable separation.

No more clutter of cables below a workstation or having to crawl on the floor to access power or data jacks.

Z-Panel is the only monolithic systems panel to offer a dual-power option at both the beltline and raceway.
Optional corner post fillers complement 2-way and 3-way exposed wire management conditions to provide a clean aesthetic finish to either the MWall or Z-Panel systems.

**Beltline Raceway Cavity** - Is open at each end for continuous transition of data and electrical distribution cables from one panel to the next.

**Powered Raceway Covers** - Are removable and punched out to provide access to duplex outlets.

**Non-Powered Raceway Covers** - Are standard and removable to provide access to panel raceway.

The top channel data raceway allows for added capacity and flexibility with true power and data separation in a single panel. Easily installed, the vertical wire managers conceal data or phone cables dropped to worksurface height.

Optional corner post fillers complement 2-way and 3-way exposed wire management conditions to provide a clean aesthetic finish to either the MWall or Z-Panel systems.
The Pent powerway direct connection systems provide the industry’s top-rated modular electrical connection. Even in a powered raceway there is ample room for Category 5/6, or other cable requirements.

AIS keeps up with increasing technological demands, by offering some of the best electrical, data and cable management options in the marketplace. Data cables can be conveniently run in the top channel of any AIS MWall or Z-Panel and dropped into the worksurface with easy-to-install vertical managers.

Seamlessly integrate power and data into the panel base using the MWall base raceway. AIS offers a variety of data and phone jack plate combinations.
AIS offers flipper doors painted, fabric-covered, and laminated to suit your style. Flipper door units are the perfect storage solution, keeping workstations neat and clean.

Pedestals are available in a variety of configurations to meet your storage needs. AIS also offers a comprehensive selection of matching lateral file, wardrobe towers and bookcases.
Easily integrate tool rails with the MWall system. Choose from a variety of paper management tools, shelves, pencil trays, folder sorters and more.

Whiteboards in 12 sizes can be integrated into any MWall workspace. Keyboard trays can also be mounted to any worksurface for advanced ergonomics.
PANELS AND WORKSURFACES.

**PANELS**

- Non-Raceway Fabric or Tackable Acoustical
- Base Raceway Fabric or Tackable Acoustical
- Beltline Only Fabric or Tackable Acoustical
- Dual Raceway Fabric or Tackable Acoustical
- Half-Glass Base Raceway Tinted or Clear Acrylic Fabric Bottom
- Custom-Glass Base Raceway w/ Fabric Bottom
- Air-Flow Base Raceway Fabric Top
- Full-Glass Base Raceway Tinted or Clear Acrylic
- Full Glass w/ Mullion Base Raceway Clear Acrylic
- Door Panel

**WORKSURFACES**

- Rectangular
  - Standard
  - Extended
- Rectilinear Corners
  - Type A
  - Type B
  - Extended
  - Depth Transition
  - Depth Transition Extended
- Curvilinear Corners
  - Type A
  - Type B
  - Extended
  - Depth Transition
  - Depth Transition Extended
- Conference
  - D-Top
  - P-Top
- Conference Corners
  - D-Top Corner Rectilinear
  - P-Top Corner Rectilinear
  - D-Top Corner Curvilinear
  - P-Top Corner Curvilinear
- Spanners
  - Pie
  - Half Moon
- Transaction Countertops
  - Rectangular
  - Radius End
  - Corner
  - Extended Corner
- Table Tops
  - Round
  - Racetrack
STORAGE AND ACCESSORIES.

**STORAGE**

- **Pedestals**
  - Structural File/File 24”
  - Structural Box/Box/File 24”
  - Structural File/File 30”
  - Structural Box/Box/File 30”
  - Mobile Box/File 20”
  - Mobile w/ Seat Box/File 20”

- **Bookcases 2-Door Cabinets Lateral Files**
  - Bookcase
  - 2-Door Storage Cabinet
  - 2-Drawer Lateral File
  - 3-Drawer Lateral File
  - 4-Drawer Lateral File
  - 5-Drawer Lateral File

- **Wardrobe Storage Towers**
  - 50” Storage Tower Box/Box/File
  - 50” Storage Tower File/File
  - 62” Storage Tower Box/Box/File/File
  - 62” Storage Tower File/File/File
  - 62” Storage Tower File/File

- **Panel Hung Overheads**
  - Mid-Height Shelf Unit
  - Mid-Height Corner Shelf
  - Type C Flipper Unit
  - Type C Raised Flipper Unit

**ACCESSORIES**

- Tasklights
- Pencil Drawer
- Keyboard Arm
- Tackboards
- Coat Hooks
- Cord Managers
When it comes to implementing lean manufacturing into production processes, AIS has been an industry pioneer – eliminating waste every step of the way. In fact, AIS was awarded the prestigious Shingo Award in 2003 for Excellence in Lean Manufacturing.

Strongly committed to waste elimination, tied with environmentally sustainable manufacturing practices, AIS understands that today’s actions affect our future.
AIS is committed to the production of high-quality durable products that conserve environmental resources.

Every day AIS moves closer to becoming a sustainable company. In its production processes, AIS recaptures powder paint for its powder coating, integrates 71% recycled materials into its systems and eliminates waste in its packaging.

Currently, AIS is pursuing various environmental certifications to further exercise the outcome of its Green initiatives.